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Novel Monte Carlo simulation techniques are presented for efficient isobaric–isothermal
simulations of branched chains and polymer networks with tri- and tetra-functional sites. Molecular
rearrangements are performed by means of extended continuum configurational bias moves applied
to single-path polymer portions. Volume fluctuations are performed via slab moves, which are
extended in this work to effectively handle networks of arbitrary complexity. These methods are
applied to determine the volumetric properties of linear and branched chains~with athermal and
square-well interaction sites!. Novel results are also presented for the compressibility of athermal
and thermal polymer networks having a perfect, diamondlike connectivity. ©1996 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!50509-1#

I. INTRODUCTION

Branched and crosslinked polymers are often encoun-
tered in elastomers~rubbers!, numerous thermoplastic and
thermosetting resins, and organic and inorganic gels. These
materials find applications as sealants, coatings, and inert or
interactive supports, not only in traditional fields~i.e., auto-
motive, textile, and construction industries! but also in more
modern biomedical applications~i.e., contact lenses, drug de-
livery systems, etc.!. The mechanical properties of branched
or crosslinked structures are largely determined by their to-
pology. Unfortunately, their experimental characterization is
difficult; computer simulations therefore provide a valuable
tool for understanding these systems at a fundamental level.

While models oflinear polymers have been studied ex-
tensively, molecular simulations of nonlinear polymers are
still at a very early stage of development. The presence of
branch-linking sites ornodesintroduces additional connec-
tivity constraints which reduce theirmobility in phase space,
thereby rendering difficult their simulation.

Molecular dynamics~MD! methods, on the one hand,
can in principle be used to simulate branched polymers. Hy-
brid MC methods1 can also be used for these systems since
molecular rearrangements are performed by an MD-type of
procedure. Unfortunately, due to the simplifications needed
to render the system’s dynamics more tractable, MD methods
for hard-core, rigid-bond molecules are necessarily
approximate.2,3 Another important limitation of MD-related
methods is that, in contrast to Monte Carlo~MC! methods,
phase equilibria are somewhat difficult to simulate. Conven-
tional MC methods, on the other hand, are inefficient for
movingnodal sites and decorrelating successive configura-
tions. Simple whole-particle displacement or rotation
moves4,5would not alter an intramolecular configuration, and
simple reptation moves6 are not applicable to branched
chains.

Simulations of branched polymers have been scarce.7 To
the best of our knowledge, branched chain molecules with
attractive interactions have not been investigated before.
Available simulation results for athermal systems indicate
that linear and branched chain molecules with the same num-

ber of total sites have almost identical PV behavior. It is not
clear, however, whether a similar trend will be observed with
molecules bearing attractive potentials~experimental obser-
vations indicate that branching can have important effects on
the thermodynamic properties of real polymers!.

Gao and Weiner8 and Kremer, Grest, and Duering9–11

have conducted a number of studies of polymer networks
using molecular dynamics. They have investigated several
dynamic and structural properties of model elastomers~i.e.,
calculation of the elastic modulus!. Gao and Weiner simu-
lated small-size, highly idealized representations of a poly-
mer network to study segment orientation and chain stresses
in stretched networks.8 Kremer and co-workers prepared
their networks by crosslinking a homopolymer melt with
polyfunctional crosslinkers attached to chain ends using mo-
lecular dynamics; this approach allowed them to study the
kinetics of crosslinking.11 These investigations, however,
have not addressed the simulation of PVT and phase equilib-
rium properties of networks.

Although MC methods tend to be significantly more in-
volved than MD methods, they offer greater flexibility; spe-
cial techniques can be tailored to deal more effectively with
specific systems. In this context, continuum configurational-
bias MC methods~CCB!12,13 are particularly useful for per-
forming molecular rearrangements in chainlike molecules.
We have recently proposed extensions of these methods14

~ECCB! which permit rearrangement not only of end por-
tions of the chain~as in the original prescription! but also of
inner portions, including branch-linking sites.

Another important and often overlooked element of
polymer simulation is the algorithm employed to perform
volume fluctuations, which plays a key role in the
isothermal–isobaric ensemble and in all available phase
equilibrium simulation methods. Conventional volume
moves entail a change in the size of the simulation box;
typically, the internal configuration of the molecules is pre-
served while their center of mass is rescaled.5 Periodic
boundary conditions are commonly used around the simula-
tion box to simulate seemingly infinite systems. During a
conventional volume move, a crosslinked polymer inside the
box can not preserve its internal configuration because res-
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caling its coordinates isotropically leads to overlaps and/or
broken bonds. A systematic and effective means for concert-
edly rearranging the polymer network while changing the
volume is necessary torelax the system to low, viable energy
states. While force-bias or hybrid techniques could be imple-
mented for this purpose, such global rearrangements, if fruit-
ful, would be inefficient.

Our recently proposedslabmoves provide an attractive
means of performing volume fluctuations.15 Volume and mo-
lecular rearrangements are constrained to occur within a thin
slice of the simulation box, thereby greatly reducing the
magnitude of the problem. Such moves have been shown to
result in a fast equilibration of the density in NPT simula-
tions of hard core and square-well chain systems, particularly
for long chains at liquidlike densities.15,16 Note, however,
that slab moves as originally proposed are only applicable to
linear chains. We present in this work extensions of the
method to enable simulation of branched and crosslinked
polymers. These extensions are necessary because, whenever
repositioned within the slab, branch linking sites require spe-
cial moves to comply with the increased number of connec-
tivity constraints.

In this study we present implementations of ECCB
moves as applied to branched molecules with 3 and 4 branch
linking sites. We then describe the extensions of slab volume
moves to branched and crosslinked polymers. We apply these
moves to simulate athermal and thermal~square-well!
branched chains and we evaluate the effect of attractive in-
teractions on the packing properties of such systems. We also
present isothermal PV data for pure, ideal networks having a
diamondlike topology of nodes and a discussion of our re-
sults. To the best of our knowledge, our results constitute the
first systematic study of the PVT properties of polymer gels
by computer simulation.

II. THEORY

In this study we consider flexible molecules formed by
spherical sites connected by rigid bonds. Two types of non-
bonded site–site interactions are considered, namely, hard-
core ~HC! and square-well~SW! potential energy functions

uHC~r !5`, r,s

50, r.s, ~1!

uSW~r !5`, r,s

52e, s<r<ls

50, r.ls, ~2!

wherer is the site–site distance,s is the site diameter,e is
the depth of the well, and~l21! is the width of the well,
which is set here to a value of 0.5.

A. ECCB moves for nodal sites

Reference 14 presents a detailed description of the use of
ECCB moves for branched molecules. Figure 1 shows a
schematic molecular configuration around a 3-branch node.
One of the most general prescriptions for performing mo-

lecular rearrangements consists of proposing a simultaneous
repositioning of an arbitrary section of the molecule, which
may include nodes and multiple paths~or threads!. For in-
stance, in Fig. 1 the sites to be repositioned could include
sites 38, 28, 1, 2, 29, 39, and 49; when these sites are tempo-
rarily deleted, the chain is left open at three points~sites 48,
3, and 59!. In such a case the growing process first proceeds
by closing two of the open sites~for instance, from 48 to 3!
and then continues by closing the third open site from the
node~i.e., from 1 to 59!.14 Such an approach can be equally
implemented onn-branch nodes, wheren.2. Note that in
general the last site to be regrown cannot be ann node if
n.4.

The general approach just described is robust but some-
what involved in that it requires a systematic and reversible
way of selecting different sections of the chain to bemoved.
Furthermore, a bookkeeping scheme would also have to be
devised to handle the regrowing of multiple paths with all
their possible variations. For this study we have instead
implemented a variation of the general approach in which
only a singlepath of sites is selected for repositioning. The
single path may or may not contain a node; for instance, in
Fig. 1 a path could consist of sites 28, 1, 2, and 3. A short-
coming of this particular variation is that nodes having at
most 4 branches can be handled. Fortunately, such a limita-
tion is not serious in practice because realistic molecules do
not have coordination numbers~Nco! above 4. We now de-
scribe in detail the sequence of steps for such a method:

~1! Select at random the chain to be moved.
~2! Choose randomly a path of~connected! sites within

the chain@the sites constitute a set$Ns%# and delete them
temporarily. LetNcut be the number of sites to be reposi-
tioned andNopen the number of sites left open when theNcut
sites are deleted.

~3! If no nodal site belongs to$Ns%, two cases may oc-
cur. When an end-siteP$Ns%, an outer ECCB move~a stan-
dard CCB move! is performed and the growing sequence is
such that the end-site is the last site to be repositioned. If no
end-siteP$Ns%, then an inner ECCB move is performed.14

FIG. 1. Example of a local conformation of a chain portion around a tri-
functional node~site 1!. The numbering is arbitrary.
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~4! The first site cannot be an end-site unlessNcut51.
The last site to be regrown cannot be a node withNco>4
~coordination number! because its position would be over-
specified.

~5! For each sitek to be regrown,mk trial orientations of
the bond vector are generated. Three cases can occur, de-
pending on the number of sites to which sitek is currently
connected:

~1! If connected to just one site, the orientations are chosen
at random on a spherical surface.

~2! If connected to two sites, the orientations are chosen at
random on a circumference~which represents the actual
sampling space available to sitek!, thereby resulting in a
simple ‘‘crank-shaft’’ move.

~3! If site k has to be connected to three sites, then there are
only two possible positions for sitek ~mk52! which are
fully defined by the geometric constraints that need to be
satisfied. Sitek maysit at either side of the plane formed
by the three existing neighbor sites. Such move is named
TRIPODE and Appendix B gives formulas for the calcu-
lation of the new positions. By the rule given in step~4!,
no growing site will need to be attached to four sites.

~6! For each trial orientation of the growing sitek, com-
pute the distances between sitek and each of theNopensites
which remain openat this point. The currently open sites
form the set$No% composed ofNd sites. Note thatNd,Nopen
always. A trial orientation is consideredvalid if the distances
dk, j between sitek and each of the open sitesj satisfy the
condition

dmin<dk, j<dmax jP$No%, ~3!

wheredmin5(r k1r j ) ~r is the site radius! and dmax is the
maximumphysicalseparation that sitesk and j can have and
still permit closure of the chain section between them. Dis-
tancedmax is computed from geometric considerations; a de-
tailed account of this issue is given elsewhere.14 For homo-
nuclear chains with tangent or overlapping sites, analytical
solutions fordmax are given in Appendix A.

~7! Provided that nonvalid orientations@according to cri-
teria given by Eq.~2!# are assigned an infinite configura-
tional energy, one of the trial orientations is chosen with
probability

Wi5
wi

(k51
mk wk

, ~4!

wherewi5exp~2bUi! is the Boltzmann factor for thei th
trial orientation in which growing sitek interacts with the
rest of the system~except for the segments not regrown yet!
with energyUi , and b5(kBT)

21 ~kB is Boltzmann’s con-
stant!.

~8! If the regrown process fails because no valid or fa-
vorable configuration was found for any growing site, the
move is rejected.

~9! If the repositioning of all theNcut sites is successful,
the process is repeated~following the same sequence as be-
fore! to recover at each step theold configuration~i.e., the

old orientations are included as one of the trial orientations,
say thei th, and chosen with probabilityWi!. Compute the
corresponding weights using Eq.~4!.

~10! The move is accepted with probability

PECCB5minS 1, JnewJold
Wchain

old Pnew

Wchain
new Pold D , ~5!

whereP is the probability of the state of the system, and

Wchain5)
i51

Ncut

Wi . ~6!

In Eq. ~5! J is the Jacobian determinant for the transfor-
mation of sampling space variables entailed by the growing
process. The analytical evaluation ofJ for different cases is
given in Appendix C.

Note that the method outlined above corresponds to an
implementation of the so-calledmode-1sampling for the
trial orientation of a growing site;14 the alternativemode-2
sampling can be implemented following similar guidelines.
Also note that in such a scheme the Jacobian correction is
applied at the end of the process. A somewhat more effective
method consists of incorporating this correction gradually, at
each step of the growing process. This is done by modifying
thewi8s in Eq. ~4! with the Jacobian determinant associated
with each trial position~i.e., its effect one step ahead!. In
such a case, the Jacobian correction appearing in Eq.~5!
drops out.

B. Slab-volume moves for branched and crosslinked
polymers

Reference 15 describes two variations ofsectionalvol-
ume moves. Here we describe an extension of the simplest of
them, the so-calledslabmethod, to branched polymers and
networks. The method consists of selecting a thin slice of the
simulation box, i.e., a slab, and then proposing either a con-
traction or an expansion of the slab thickness. Since such a
volume change can break bonds or cause overlaps between
different sites of chain molecules, all sites within the slab are
repositioned in such a way as to maintain connectivity con-
straints. The move is then accepted or rejected according to
Metropolis-like criteria. The type of move experienced by
sites within the slab depends on the type of configuration of
the chain portions to which they belong. For instance, for
linear chains, the chain could be completely~full! within the
slab ~i.e., the centers of all chain sites lie within the bound-
aries of the slab!. More commonly, however, end portions
~tail type!, middle noncrossing portions~elbow type!, or
crossing portions~bridge type! are encountered in the slab.15

The repositioning of full, tail, and elbow portions does not
present any difficulties because their internal configuration
can remain unchanged and a simple concerted translation of
sites maintains connectivity. For bridge sites, the internal
configuration of the chain portion must be destroyed and
rebuilt; to that end, we have developed a special move we
call ISOPLANE ~see description in Ref. 15!.

For linear chains only single bridges can occur. For
branched or crosslinked polymers, however, multiple-path
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bridges can occur, i.e., at some point in the bridge several
parallel paths can be present. A few simple multiple-path
bridges are illustrated in Fig. 2. The repositioning of bridge
sites involves three steps:

—Disconnector decouple the bridge by deleting tempo-
rarily some of its sites, which we refer to asdangling
sites.

—Reposition the remaining sections of the bridge by
treating them as full, elbow or tail portions.

—Reposition the dangling sites to restore the architec-
ture of the chain portion.

If a dangling site hasNco52, then it can be repositioned with
a usual ISOPLANE move15 ~provided that none of the two
neighbor sites is also a dangling site!. In principle, any com-
plex multiple-path bridge can be disconnected by only
choosing bifunctional dangling sites as long as the following
rules are satisfied:

~1! There are no neighbor nodes.
~2! The slab is made thick enough so that at least two sites

are present for any chain portion.

These rules ensure that any chain portion will have at least
one bifunctional site. Although choosing always bifunctional
dangling sites is a conceptually simple approach, it proved to
be difficult to implement. To understand the reason for this
let us consider the bridge illustrated in Fig. 3~a!. Possible
choices for dangling sites might be the sets:$1,11%, $3,11%,
$1,9,10%, etc. In principle, a set with the least number of
dangling sites should be preferred. A successful identification
of possible sets depends on a proper classification of all sites
in the bridge and a systematic topological analysis of all
possible combinations of candidate sites. While such a
scheme is viable, it would be quite cumbersome for the com-

plex bridges~with numerous, tortuous paths! that arise in
highly branched chains and crosslinked polymers~the num-
ber of possible sets grows rapidly!.

A simpler approach for selection of dangling sites con-
sists of always choosing the nodes. To apply this method the
two rules aforementioned must also be satisfied. Of course, if
no nodes are present in the bridge, we choose any of the
bifunctional sites at random and perform a conventional
ISOPLANE move ~after the neighbor sites have been
moved!. If a dangling site is a tri-functional node, it is repo-
sitioned with a TRIPODE move. If a dangling site is a tetra-
functional node, then one of the bifunctional neighbor sites
must also be regarded as a dangling site~from the two rules
given before, there has to be at least one such site!; the node
is repositioned first by using a TRIPODE move~since it
temporarily behaves as a tri-functional node! and then the
bifunctional neighbor site is repositioned through an
ISOPLANE move. Although nodes with higher functionality
than four could be handled by a similar approach, they are
not considered in this study. Figures 3~a! and 3~b! illustrate
how the application of this method disconnects the bridge by
breaking it into several pieces. Note that, by deleting all
nodes $2,4,7%, we create redundant dangling sites; for in-
stance, it would suffice to delete two nodes, either$2,7% or
$4,7%. However, the additional expense of having more dan-
gling sites is compensated by avoiding the topological analy-
sis that would be required to optimize the selection process.
It can be shown that the simple prescription of using nodal
dangling sites will always work, no matter how complex the
bridge. Note that, to apply this method, a third rule must be
satisfied~in addition to the two rules aforementioned!: There
have to be at least two~bifunctional! sites between two tetra-
functional nodes.

FIG. 2. Example of simple bridge conformations within the slab,~a! a single
path bridge~linear chain portion! and a multiple path bridge originated by a
trifunctional node;~b! multiple path bridges originated by a tetra-functional
node in the chain portion. The vertical lines represent the slab walls.

FIG. 3. Example of a multiple path bridge when more than one node is
present in the chain portion within the slab.~a! Original conformation of the
bridge, sites 2, 4, and 7 are the nodes.~b! Conformation that results when
the nodes have been deleted; the bridge has beendisconnected, i.e., there is
no path joining sites at both sides of the slab walls.
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The steps required by this method are summarized as
follows:

~1! Choose one axis at random. For simplicity, relabel the
chosen axis asx.

~2! Locate the slab randomly along thex axis and choose its
thicknesshold . The value ofhold must be large enough so
that it guarantees that chain portions of at least two
~neighbor! sites will be present.

~3! Identify and delete all sites whose centers lie within the
slab and identify all single~one-path! bridges. For these
single bridges choose at random one site to be left dan-
gling. Also tag all nodes within the slab as dangling
sites. For tetra-functional nodes, also tag one of its bi-
functional neighbor sites~within the slab! as a dangling
site.

~4! Propose a volume change by choosing a new slab thick-
ness, i.e.,hnew5hold1dh, wheredh is chosen randomly
in a preselected range@2dhmax,1dhmax#.

~5! With the exception of the dangling sites, reposition all
sites within the slab. This is done by maintaining theirx
distance to one of the walls constant while preserving
chain connectivity.

~6! Reposition all nodal dangling sites using TRIPODE
moves. Since a TRIPODE move generates two possible
positions, to satisfy detailed balance we always choose
the position that lies on the same side of the plane
formed by the three~already repositioned! neighbors as
in the old configuration.

~7! Reposition the bifunctional dangling sites with
ISOPLANE moves.

~8! If during repositioning the center of a site falls outside
the slab, the whole move is rejected. Otherwise, the
move is accepted with probability.

Paccept5minH 1,F)
i51

Nds Ji
new

Ji
old G

3exp@2bDU2bP~Vnew2Vold!#J , ~7!

whereDU is the change in energy produced by the volume
change over the system andJi

new/Ji
old is the ratio of Jacobian

determinants associated with the repositioning of thei th dan-
gling site ~the total number of dangling sites in the slab is
Nds!.

III. SIMULATIONS

The methods described in the previous section and our
newly developed algorithms were tested by comparing some
of our new simulation data with those obtained by standard
simulation methods~whenever available!. Thorough tests of
ECCB-type moves and slab moves for linear chains have
been reported earlier.14,15 Select NPT simulation points for
athermal and SW chains and for tri and tetra functional
branched chains were performed both by slab moves and
standard volume moves. In all cases we found complete
agreement between the results of both methods; any ob-

served differences were well within the error bars of the
simulations. It is noted that the omission of the Jacobian
determinants in the acceptance criteria for the volume moves
can produce surprisingly large errors; in some cases as high
as 100% of the true equilibrium value of the density.

A. Athermal and thermal branched molecules

We studied a fully flexible branched molecule of 16 tan-
gential beads. As shown in Fig. 4, this chain has three small
branches of two sites each, which are not symmetrically lo-
cated along the backbone. This chain topology provides a
relatively high concentration of nodes. A number of simula-
tions were carried out to compare the behavior of our
branched chain model and simple linear flexible chains of 16
segments; we conducted isothermal–isobaric simulations of
both athermal and SW chains. The total number of chains in
these simulations ranged from 40~for the lower densities! to
80 ~for the higher densities!. Molecular rearrangements were
performed using ECCB moves; for branched chains we em-
ployed the single-path method described in the previous sec-
tion. We also used whole molecule translations, particularly
at low densities. Volume fluctuations were performed using
slab moves according to the guidelines given in the previous
section.

We also conducted phase equilibrium simulations for lin-
ear and branched SW 16-mers. We adopted a variation of the
NPT-m method of Moller and Fischer.19 This method is based
on a series of NPT simulations and chemical potential calcu-
lations; details regarding its implementation can be found
elsewhere in Ref. 16.

B. Ideal networks

A realistic representation of a crosslinked polymer
would necessarily involve a highly irregular network. Such a
network typically has dangling ends, a ‘‘patchy’’ distribution

FIG. 4. Topology of the branched 16-mer chain used in our simulation. The
black beads are the nodes and the shaded beads belong to the branches.
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of nodes, self-loops, etc.20 For this purpose, relatively large
systems should be generated in somephysical fashion; the
resulting system should exhibit a realistic distribution of all
topological entities and provide a truthful representation of
the macrosystem. This is the approach followed by Kremer
et al.,9,10 who prepared polymer networks by randomly
crosslinking a melt of linear chains with polyfunctional ends.
Topological irregularities, however, have important effects
on the thermodynamic properties of networks; it would
therefore be highly desirable to isolate them from other,
more fundamental characteristics of such systems. Everaers
and Kremer20,21 have very recently studied rubber elasticity
on ‘‘chemically’’ defect-free polymer networks. For this pur-
pose, they interpenetrate a number of diamondlike networks.
As its name suggests, a diamondlike network is one in which
the connectivity of the strands corresponds to that of a dia-
mond lattice. The interpenetration of several such networks
is an artifact introduced to achieve a meltlike density and a
realistic concentration of crosslinks~nodes!.

In this study we investigate single diamond networks,
i.e., we do not resort to interpenetrating structures. We
achieve the desired concentrations of nodes by simply com-
pressing the system. We believe that a single diamond net-
work provides a more adequate reference system for funda-
mental studies; the interaction and positioning of the
different networks in the Everaers and Kremer’s model in-
troduces additional topological effects that we prefer to avoid
in our work.

We used simulation boxes having 8 diamond unit cells
~23232!, that is, there were 64 nodes or crosslinks~Nnodes!
in the box. Preliminary studies with smaller and larger sys-
tems revealed that finite size effects were negligible for such
a system size. Note that much smaller systems can be used
by working with ideal networks~as opposed to random net-
works! because, in a sense, even a unit~periodic! cell is
representative of the system. The total number of sites in the
simulation box~Nt! can be computed from

Nt5Nnodes~112Nstr!, ~8!

whereNstr is the number of sites in a single strand between
two nodes. In the networks studied hereNstr is constant~ho-
mogeneous strand length!.

Initial configurations were generated as follows. Given
some specified value ofNstr and a packing fractionh, we
first computed the box size and then positioned the nodes in
a regular diamond lattice arrangement. The strands were sub-
sequently grown using ECCB-like moves. Such an approach
was found to be practical for densities of up toh50.25.
Systems at higher densities were prepared by compressing
the system through NPT simulations. The parameters of the
simulation were adjusted in such a way as to preserve
~roughly! the cubic symmetry of the simulation box even
after many volume fluctuations.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 5 shows our simulation results for linear and
branched hard-core chains. Simulation results for linear

chains from Ref. 22 are also included in that figure. It is
observed that, within the uncertainty of the data, the curves
of compressibility factors are indistinguishable. This relative
lack of sensitivity of the PV properties of hard-core mol-
ecules to the details of chain architecture is consistent with
previous findings for linear and starlike molecules.7,17,18

In Table I and Fig. 6 we present our results for branched
and linear SW chains. For comparison, we also give simula-
tion data for linear 16-mer SW chains from Ref. 23 and the
predictions of an equation of state that we proposed
recently.16 The reduced temperature in both cases was fixed
at T*5kBT/e53, which corresponds to supercritical condi-
tions ~Tc* ' 2.3, see below!. Our simulation data for linear
16-mers and those from Ref. 23 exhibit small but systematic
deviations. These differences are important when comparing
data for the linear chains to those for the branched chains,
which also fall in close vicinity. We believe that our results
are more reliable because much longer calculations have
been used to generate our data. Also, the predictions of our
equation of state from Ref. 16~which is expected to be
highly accurate for linear 16-mers! are in good agreement
with our simulation data. Our results for branched SW chains
are indistinguishable from those for linear chains~within er-
ror bars!.

FIG. 5. Compressibility factor for the linear and branched hard-sphere
chains of 16 segments. Our simulation data for the linear chain are from Ref.
15.

TABLE I. Results of NPT simulations for linear and branched SW chains of
16 segments.

P* /T*

h

Linear Branched

0.0125 0.092~7! 0.088~6!
0.047 0.179~7! 0.181~7!
0.175 0.263~5! 0.262~4!
0.388 0.309~5!
0.67 0.341~4! 0.341~4!
2.70 0.428~2! 0.429~2!
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While PVT data do not reveal noticeable differences~at
least at the supercritical isotherm studied here!, phase equi-
librium simulations for these chains are more informative.
The results are shown in Table II and Fig. 7. The critical
properties were estimated from the rectilinear diameter rule
and the scaling law for the coexistence curve.24 It is interest-
ing to note that the coexistence curves for both isomers ex-
hibit systematic differences. While at temperatures well be-
low the critical the coexistence data for both systems seem to
overlap, at higher temperatures the vapor phase density is
larger and the liquid density is lower for branched chains.
Figure 8 shows the vapor pressure curves for both isomers,
which confirm the higher volatility of branched chains.
These observations are in agreement with experimental ob-
servations for non-polar polymers and simple alkanes;~liq-
uid! branched isomers have lower densities25 and lower boil-
ing points than linear chains. The lower density of branched
chains is explained by a steric effect which hinders effective
packing of the molecules. Since branch-linking sites and

their neighbors on a given chain have a lower probability of
interacting with sites from other chains, the magnitude of
intermolecular interactions is somewhat reduced, thereby
promoting a higher volatility of the molecules. Since the
overall shape of a branched molecule tends to be more
spherical, its effective surface area is reduced and intermo-
lecular attractions are weakened.26 It is more difficult to ex-
plain why these differences are not observed at supercritical
conditions or at temperatures well below the critical. It
would appear that, for the molecular models studied in this
work, any physical differences are rather small and only near
critical conditions are such differences amplified. In real
molecules the differences in PVT properties between
branched and linear molecules are typically larger; presum-
ably our fully flexible model~with freely rotating branches!
does not properly represent some of the configurational con-
straints introduced by real branching.

Figure 9 shows a snapshot of the initial configuration of
a perfect network with a strand length of 10 segments at

FIG. 6. Compressibility factor for the linear and branched SW chains of 16
segments atT*53. The line represents the predictions of an equation of
state based on equations for two reference fluids~4-mer and 8-mer! as
reported in Ref. 16.

TABLE II. Results of phase equilibrium simulations for SW chains. Critical
values are estimates~see the text!.

T* hliq hvap bm liq
F bmvap

E

16-mer Linear
1.95 0.310~5! 0.0015 25.6 20.14
2.00 0.295~4! 0.002 25.2 20.12
2.05 0.280~5! 0.0028 24.8 20.18
2.10 0.268~6! 0.006 24.1 20.34
2.15 0.250~8! 0.013 23.5 20.48
2.20 0.220~9! 0.018 23.1 20.6
2.33 0.11 Critical*
16-mer Branched
2.00 0.290~4! 0.005 24.3 20.22
2.05 0.274~5! 0.007 24.0 20.30
2.10 0.250~7! 0.009 23.7 20.38
2.15 0.228~8! 0.016 23.2 20.51
2.25 0.104 Critical*

FIG. 7. Coexistence data for linear and branched SW chains of 16 segments.

FIG. 8. Saturation pressure~in reduced units! for linear and branched SW
chains of 16 total segments. Values estimated from phase equilibrium simu-
lations.
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h50.07. Table III and Fig. 10 give our simulation results for
perfect athermal networks. The compressibility factor per
site (Z̄) is defined as~p/6!P* /T*h, whereh is the packing
fraction, P*5s3P/e is the reduced pressure, and
T*5kBT/e is the reduced temperature~the factorP* /T* is
preset in the NPT simulations!. We present results for strand
lengths of 3 and 10 segments. For comparison, simulation
results for a star molecule of 21 total segments are also
shown.7 This star molecule has 4 arms of 5 segments each; it
has been chosen to represent abrokenperfect network of 10
segments per strand. It is observed that, for intermediate to
high densities, theZ̄ curves for the networks follow the same
trends as those of the broken polymer~which is in fact analo-
gous to the trends for linear chains!. A distinctive feature of
the volumetric behavior of networks appears at low to inter-
mediate densities, where the curve crosses theP*50 line
and dives down to negative pressures. In contrast to multi-
chain systems, whose pressure goes to zero as the density
goes to zero, in a network the pressure must necessarily go to
very large negative values when the density is decreased.
The reason for this is that, for our system, a negative pres-
sure is consistent with exerting an external force to expand

the system to a certain density. To gain some insight into
how an isotropic, negative pressure can be exerted on the
network, it is instructive to make the analogy to the osmotic
pressure that arises in a solvent–gel system; such pressure is
in fact negative and tends to expand~swell! the network. To
the best of our knowledge, this work constitutes the first
simulation of the compressibility of a pure network. It is
therefore difficult to know whether or not negative pressures
have been observed in the past.

For our perfect networks, there is a limiting low density,
hc , for which the strands are fully extended and no further
expansion is possible without breaking bonds; if no strands
are entangled, the fully extended network adopts a diamond-
like structure with,

hc5
p)

16

~112Nstr!

~11Nstr!
3 , ~9!

i.e., only in the limit of largeNstr doeshc→0.
It is interesting to analyze the conditions for which

P*50. In the absence of an external pressure, a system of
uncrosslinked athermal molecules maximizes its entropy by
expanding infinitely, i.e., by separating the molecules as
much as possible~intermolecular interactions restrict the mo-
lecular motion!. In a network, however, a separation of
strands favors the entropy of the system only up to certain
point. In fact, as individual strands are stretched their mobil-
ity becomes restricted~the actualfree volumeavailable to
them is reduced!; at the limit of maximal extension, only one
configuration is available to a fully aligned strand and its
entropy reaches a minimum. The density at whichP*50,
h0, is representative of the equilibrium between these two
competing entropic effects: the beneficial effect of unpacking
the network and the detrimental effect of stretching the
strands. Figure 11 shows our simulation data forh0 and the
curve forhc , as computed from Eq.~9!, as a function of the
inverse strand length. As expected,h0.hc and both curves
seem to converge towardsh50 whenNstr→`. The entropic
effect of strand extension begins to dominatesooner~i.e., at

FIG. 10. Results of NPT simulations for hard-core perfect networks with 3
and 10 segments per strand. Results for a 4-arm star molecule with 5 seg-
ments per arm are also plotted~Ref. 7!. The compressibility factor per site is
defined asP* /T* rs , wherers is the site density.

FIG. 9. Snapshot of the initial configuration of a perfect network with 10
segments per strand ath50.07. The darker beads are the tetra-functional
nodes which are~initially ! placed in the box with a diamond lattice symme-
try. There is a total of 64 nodes in the simulation box.

TABLE III. Results of NPT simulations for athermal perfect networks.

Nstr510 Nstr53

P* /T* h P* /T* h

20.02 0.013~2! 20.25 0.051~5!
0.0 0.064~2! 20.07 0.099~3!
0.05 0.127~3! 0.0 0.139~9!
0.30 0.220~3! 0.05 0.169~8!
1.0 0.306~2! 0.30 0.237~6!
2.0 0.365~6! 0.80 0.299~6!
3.5 0.414~3! 2.0 0.374~5!

3.5 0.422~4!
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higher densities! for networks of shorter strands. This is be-
cause a perfect network with shorter branches has a reduced
mobility and less entropy; in the limit ofNstr50, the network
behaves as a rigid matrix.

The different behavior of the network and its broken
counterpart~i.e., the 4-arm star 21-mer! can be further elu-
cidated by comparing their internal structure. Figures 12
show several site–site radial distribution functions for the
10-site strand network ath50.064 ~which corresponds to
P*50!. To avoid large spikes in the distribution functions,
bonded neighbor sites have not been included in their calcu-
lation. The distribution functions shown areg11, g12, and
g22 which correspond to the node–node, node–strand, and
strand–strand pairs, respectively. Figures 12 include two
types of strand–strand distribution functions: one for sites on
different strands~g229! and another for sites on the same
strand~g228!. The analogous distribution functionsg11 and
g12 for the star molecule at the same density are almost
indistinguishable from those of the network~for clarity, re-
sults for the star are not shown!. However, since the strand
length in the network is not the same as the arm length in a
star molecule, a direct comparison of theirg22 distribution
functions would not be too informative. Some insight into
the relative differences between these two materials can be
obtained if, to emulate the star molecule structure, we nomi-
nally separate the network strands into two identical arms of
5 sites each; the distribution functions generated~in the net-
work! with this convention are labeledg*22. Figure 12~b!
shows a comparison between theg*22’s of the network and
theg22’s of the star system. In the network, there is a lower
concentration of sites from the same arm around a given
strand-site~g*228! than in the star system. This result re-
flects the fact that, whenever sites of the same first portion of
a network strand approach each other, the second portion of
the same strand~nominally different arms! tends to be
stretched. This coupling~nonexistent in the star system! has
a detrimental effect on the average local concentration of

intra-arm sites. Note, however, that this small intra-arm
population in the network is deceiving; as a closer inspection
of Figs. 12 reveals, a significant portion of the inter-arm
population@g*229 in Fig. 12~b!# is actually a result of~true!
intrastrand contributions@g228 in Fig. 12~a!#. Although
g*229 ~network! andg229 for the star system are much more
alike thang*228 andg228, the distribution function for the
network has a longer range.

The additional structure observed ing*229 practically
disappears at higher densities~i.e., h.0.15!; such a feature
seems to indicate the onset and predominance of entropic
effects associated with strand stretching in the network. The
oscillations ofg*229 reflect the long range effects~commen-
surate with the strand length! of the interaction between sites
from the two arms of a same strand. Such effects are negli-
gible at high densities, when the strands tend to be folded.
However, they become stronger as the density is decreased

FIG. 11. Plot of simulation results of packing fraction at zero pressure,h0,
and the calculated minimum achievable packing fraction,hc @Eq. ~9!# as a
function of the inverse strand length,Nstr

21 . The simulation points forh0

correspond to strand lengths of 3, 4, 6, 10, 16, and 32 segments.

FIG. 12. Site–site radial distribution functions ath50.064 in~a! a hard-core
perfect network of 10 sites per strand and~b! the same hard-core network
and a 4-arm star of 21 sites. The distribution functions are labeled asgab
wherea andb identify the type of interacting site: 15tetrafunctional node,
25strand or arm site. The distribution functionsg*22 correspond to arm–
arm site pairs in a network where the sites of each individual strand are
assigned to two arms of equal length. In all cases, bonded neighbor sites are
not included in evaluating the histograms.
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and the strands are stretched. For brevity, other secondary
long range features of the interarm and interstrand distribu-
tion functions, which are caused by the interaction of sites on
strands connected to the same node, are not discussed any
further in this work.

Attractive site–site interactions could lead to a number
of interesting phenomena, particularly at conditions where
phase transitions may occur. In this initial study, however,
we restricted our efforts to illustrating the effects of attractive
forces onh0. For this purpose, we simulated a perfect net-
work of 10-segment strands formed by SW sites. The tem-
perature wasT*53, which is high enough to prevent a phase
transition from occurring. The results are given in Fig. 13.
The value ofh0 was increased significantly, fromh050.064
for the hard-core network toh050.16 in the SW network.
This increase reflects the fact that the extension of the strands
is now even more unfavorable, because attractive forces tend
to keep sites together. The entropic effects of strand stretch-
ing associated with low densities are reinforced by energetic
effects, leading to denser equilibrium configurations at
P*50. A nearly flat region, which spans the range@0.05,h
,0.20#, is observed in theZ̄–h isotherm aroundh0; this
behavior suggests the proximity of a critical point, where the
first two derivatives ofP* with respect to density would
vanish.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A variation of the extended continuum configurational
bias method was developed in detail to efficiently generate
molecular rearrangements in branched and crosslinked poly-
mers. Linking sites with a coordination number of up to four
can be simulated using this method. A simple move, denoted
TRIPODE, was fully implemented to reposition sites which
need to be reattached to three pre-existing neighbor sites.
Isothermal–isobaric simulations were implemented by rely-
ing on the molecular moves aforementioned and on slab

moves, for which volume changes and molecular rearrange-
ments are performed simultaneously within a thin slice of the
simulation box. The multiplecouplingof different molecular
portions in a network precludes that independent translations
of those portions be performed along with a volume change.
Since the topological conformations of bridging chain por-
tions can become very complex, we have implemented a
general method that temporarily decouples all bridge-type
conformations within the slab by deleting selected sites. All
bridges are subsequently restored by using simple, determin-
istic moves.

We performed a number of NPT simulations to compare
the PVT behavior of both athermal and thermal models of
linear and branched chains. Our results support the observa-
tion that branching has a negligible effect on the single-phase
thermodynamic properties of fully flexible molecular mod-
els. Phase equilibrium simulations, however, exhibit more
clearly the effects of branching, particularly close to critical
conditions.

Our simulations of perfect~diamondlike! networks re-
vealed an interesting competition between two entropic ef-
fects associated with the expansion of the network. On the
one hand, a positive effect results from the increased avail-
ability of free volume~uncrowding of space! encountered at
lower densities. On the other hand, a negative entropic effect
is introduced as the strands become more and more
stretched.

The simulation methods and results presented here pro-
vide a starting point for a more systematic and thorough
study of the physics of systems containing branched and
crosslinked polymers. Variations in the polymer topology
and potential energy models will in all likelihood bring about
a number of interesting physical phenomena. For instance,
our preliminary simulations have revealed the existence of
phase transitions in pure networks. We are currently investi-
gating gel swelling by simulating the phase equilibrium of a
network-solvent system in different ensembles.

A semiquantitative description of the PVT behavior in
networks can be readily implemented by resorting to mean-
field theories for rubber elasticity and gel swelling such as
those of Wall and Flory.27 A detailed theoretical analysis of
such a description will be presented in a future publication.
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APPENDIX A: ECCB FORMULAS

The formulas presented here provide the upper limit dis-
tancedmax required by the ECCB scheme outlined in Sec. II
@Eq. ~3!#. We consider the case of chains with equal-size
spherical sites of diameters51. The bond length isl and the
formulas are valid for)/3>l /s>1. Let sites 0 and~n11! be
the open sites at a given step in the regrowing process; the

FIG. 13. Results of NPT simulations for the hard-core and SW perfect
network with 10 segments per strand. The temperature for the SW network
simulations isT*52.5. The compressibility factor per site is defined as
P* /T* rs , wherers is the site density.
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distance between these two sites isd0. We are trying to re-
grow site 1 ~sites 1,2,...,n remain to be regrown!. Let us
define the limiting distances

dbj
2 511~ j21! j l 2 j51,2,...,n21,

dbn
2 5n1@~n21!l #2

and the characteristic angles,

u15arccosS 12l D ,
u25arccosS 12

l 2

2 D ,
f j5u11 ju2 j50,1,...,n21.

If d0
2 . dbn

2 then

dmax
2 5~nl !2,

otherwise

dmax
2 5 l 21d0

222ld0 cosu,

where

u5min@p,u*1fn212 j #,

u*5arccosH 1

2d0
@11d0

22~ j l !2#J
the value ofj to be used in the last two equations identifies
the first distancedbj for which the conditiondbj , d0 is sat-
isfied when going in decreasing order fromj5n21 to j51.
The angleu gives the angle between the growing bond and
vectord0 when themaximalextension of the chain portion
between fixed sites 0 andn11 is reached.14

APPENDIX B: FORMULAS FOR TRIPODE MOVE

Let sites 0, 2, and 3 be the neighbors of site 1, the node
to be repositioned. The two positions that site 1 can take can
be derived by geometric considerations in various ways.
Here, we present one method based on the local coordinate
system given in Fig. 14. Thez axis lies along the line02 and
thex axis lies on the plane defined by sites 0, 2, and 3. Point
q, the center of the coordinate system, is the center of rota-
tion of site 1 around line02. Pointc is the projection of site
3 on 02. If bi j anddi j denote the bond length and the dis-
tance between pointsi and j , respectively~depending on
whether or not such sites are neighbors!, we can write

d0c5
1

2d02
~d03

2 1d02
2 2d23

2 !,

d0q5
1

2d02
~b01

2 1d02
2 2b12

2 !.

Pointsc andq are then given by

Xc5X01
d0c
d02

~X22X0!,

Xq5X01
d0q
d02

~X22X0!,

whereX denotes the coordinates of the subindexed point.
The new position of site 1 is given by

X15Xq1dq1 cosfu1dq1 sin fv,

where

f5arccosH 1

2dc3dq1
@dq3

2 1dq1
2 2b13

2 #J
and u and v are unit vectors along the temporaryx and y
axis, respectively. These vectors can be computed from

u5
1

dc3
~X32Xc!,

v5
1

d02dc3
@~X22X0!3~X32X0!#.

The two possible positions of site 1 are obtained by letting
anglef be less thanp or greater thanp, respectively.

APPENDIX C: JACOBIAN DETERMINANTS FOR
BRANCHED CHAINS

The Jacobian determinant arises because the ECCB
moves adopted in our work torepositionsites actuallyuse
different degrees of freedom than those used by an uncon-
strained growing process. In an unconstrained regrowing
process, the orientation of the growing bond is determined
by random selection of a random anglef in @2p,p# and a
latitude cosu in @21,1# ~spherical coordinates!. Angle f is
chosen around a circumference centered at the previous site,
andu is the angle between the growing vector and the vector
normal to thef circle. In principle, the reference axis to
position these angles is arbitrary. In the following discussion,
we label these angles with a subindex that identifies the
growing site~i.e., the end point of the growing vector!.

The determinant Jacobian associated with the reposition-
ing of bifunctional sites by an ISOPLANE move is given in

FIG. 14. Local coordinate system for a TRIPODE move. Site 1 is the node
and sites 0, 2, and 3 are the neighbor sites to which site 1 needs to be
attached. Sites 0, 2, and 3 form thex–z plane.
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Ref. 15. The determinant Jacobian was found to be analo-
gous to that of a ECCB move usingmode 1sampling. If i
denotes the dangling site for the ISOPLANE move, or the
last site in an ECCB move, we then have

J5
1

bi21,ibi ,i11di21,i11
, ~C1!

wherebj ,k and dj ,k denote the bond length and the actual
distance between sitesj andk, respectively.

When regrowing a chain portion which may include
nodes, we can separate this process into steps. The first step
begins with the first growing site and ends with the first node
found in the path~including such node!, the second step then
includes the following sites until the next node is reached,
and so on until closing the chain. The transformation of de-
grees of freedom associated with the overall process is com-
pounded by the corresponding transformations occurring at
each step. More precisely, the Jacobian determinant of the
total process is given by the product of the Jacobian deter-
minants of theNstepssteps,

J5 )
i51

Nsteps

Ji . ~C2!

The reason that transformations can be evaluated indepen-
dently at each step is that undermode 1sampling, there are
no geometric constraints relating sites in one step section and
sites yet to be grown in the next steps. Likewise, no restric-
tions of degrees of freedom are inherited from step to step.

We now describe in more detail the evaluation of the

Jacobian determinant associated with the repositioning of tri-
functional and tetra-functional sites.

1. Nodes grown as bifunctional sites

Depending on the growing scheme of a particular chain
portion, a tri- or tetra-functional node can actually be grown
as a bifunctional site. For instance if two of the neighbor
sites of a tetra-functional node remain to be regrown, then
the node needs to be attached to the other two neighbors only
~those alreadypresent!. Let us use Fig. 1 to illustrate a grow-
ing process where a tri-functional node~site 1! is actually
grown as a bifunctional site. Let us assume that at some
point in the growing process, sites 29, 1, and 2 remain to be
grown, in that order. The change in degrees of freedom can
be determined by interpreting the growing process as one in
which sites 29, 1, 2, 3, and 28 are grown. In the constrained
~actual! process, the positions of sites 28 and 3 are fixed, e.g.,

f29 ,cosu29 ,f1 ,cosu1 ,f28 ,cosu28 ,f2 ,cosu2 ,f3 ,cosu3

→f29 ,cosu29 ,f1 ,cosu1 ,r28 ,f2 ,r3 .

Sincemode 1sampling is being used throughout this work,14

the common degrees of freedom in the transformation can be
removed and the volume elements in the two coordinate
frames are related by,

df28d~cosu28!d~cosu1!d~cosu2!df3 d~cosu3!

→J dr28 dr3 ,

where

J215U ]r28
]f28
]r3

]f28

]r28
] cosu28

]r3
] cosu28

]r28
] cosu1

]r3
] cosu1

]r28
] cosu2

]r3
] cosu2

]r28
]f3

]r3
]f3

]r28
] cosu3

]r3
] cosu3

U .
This 636 matrix can be split into 4 smaller 333 sections
~keeping the order of all entries! as follows,

J215UBD C
EU.

It is easy to show that matrixC has all zero entries; we can
therefore write

J215uEuu~B2CE21D !u5uEuuBu,

whereuBu21 and uEu21 are the Jacobian determinants associ-
ated with the repositioning of sites 1 and 2, respectively~see
Ref. 14!. This result is in agreement with Eq.~C2!, i.e., the
determinantsuBu21 and uEu21 are associated with two steps:
growth of sites 29 and 1~step 1!, and then growth of site 2
~step 2!, respectively. Note that determinantuBu21 reflects the
fact that site 1 is appended in a crank-shaft fashion, i.e., as a
bifunctional site. A similar analysis can be applied to any

configuration involving tri-functional orn-functional nodes
provided that in the growing process they act as bifunctional
sites.

2. Nodes grown as tri-functional sites

For simplicity let us first analyze the repositioning of a
node. This case corresponds to a TRIPODE move. Figure 15
illustrates the coordinate system to be used. The node to be
grown is site 1. Thez axis lies along the02 line, and thex
axis lies on the plane formed by the centers of sites 0, 2, and
3. The unconstrained growing process is assumed to begin
with site 1 and then proceed to sites 2 and 3. In the con-
strained process the positions of sites 2 and 3 are fixed, the
transformation of degrees of freedom is then given by

f1 ,cosu1 ,f2 ,cosu2 ,f3 ,cosu3→r2 ,r3

and the two volume elements are related by
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df1d~cosu1!df2d~cosu2!df3 d~cosu3!

5J dr2 dr3 ,

where

J5
sin u1 sin u2 sin u3

uAu
,

uAu5U ]r2
]f1

]r3
]f1

]r2
]u1
]r3
]u1

]r2
]f2

]r3
]f2

]r2
]u2
]r3
]u2

]r2
]f3

]r3
]f3

]r2
]u3
]r3
]u3

U . ~C3!

The positions of sites 2 and 3 are given by

r k5r01b01@sin u1 cosf1ux1sin u1 sin f1uy

1cosu1uz#1b1k@sin uk cosfkux

1sin uk sin fkuy1cosukuz# k52,3,

wherebi j is the length of the bond joining sitesi and j and
where theu’s denote unit vectors in the direction of the sub-
indexed axis.

The partial derivatives required to evaluateuAu are given
by

]r k
]f1

5b01 sin u1@2sin f1ux1cosf1uy#,

]r k
]u1

5b01@cosu1 cosf1ux1cosu1 sin f1uy2sin u1uz#,

]r k
]fk

5b1k sin uk@2sin fkux1cosfkuy#,

]r k
]uk

5b1k@cosuk cosfkux1cosuk sin fkuy2sin ukuz#,

in all the equations above,k52,3. Using these equations, the
Jacobian determinant now takes the form

J215b01
2 b12

2 b13
2 cosu1 cosu2 cosu3U2sin f1

cosf1

0
2sin f1

cosf1

0

cosf1

sin f1

2tan u1
cosf1

sin f1

2tan u1

2sin f2

cosf2

0
0
0
0

cosf2

sin f2

2tan u2
0
0
0

0
0
0

2sin f3

cosf3

0

0
0
0

cosf3

sin f3

2tan u3

U .
This determinant can be evaluated analytically and further
reduced by taking into account the fact that by construction
f25f16p; a very simple final expression for the Jacobian
determinant is then derived

J215b01
2 b12

2 b13
2 sin~u11u2!sin u3 sin~f32f1!

5b01b12b13d02dc3dq1 sin f1 ,

where the meaning of the symbolsdi j is consistent with the
description given in Appendix B.

The Jacobian determinant associated with the reposition-
ing of a tetra-functional node by growing it as a tri-
functional node~i.e., a TRIPODE move! can be evaluated by
resorting to Eq.~C2!. An illustrative example is presented
next. Figure 16 shows a possible configuration. The single
growing path is formed by sites 0, 1, and 4. This time the
implied transformation is

FIG. 15. Local configuration of sites around the nodal site 1. Sites 0, 2, and

3 form thex–z plane and line02 gives thez direction. Theu angles are
formed between the connecting bond vector and thez axis while thef
angles give the rotation of such vector from thex axis around thez axis.
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f0 ,cosu0 ,f1 ,cosu1 ,f2 ,cosu2 ,f3 ,cosu3 ,f4 ,

cosu4 ,f5 ,cosu5→f0 ,cosu0 ,r2 ,r3 ,r5 ,f4 .

After removing common degrees of freedom, the Jacobian
determinant can be expressed as

J215
1

sin u1 sin u2 sin u3 sin u4 sin u5
UAC B

DU,
where the determinant ofA is exactly that of Eq.~C3! and
where

B5U ]r2
]f4

]r3
]f4

]r2
]f5

]r3
]f5

]r2
]u5
]r3
]u5

U ,
C5U ]r5

]f1

]r5
]u1

]r5
]f2

]r5
]u2

]r5
]f3

]r5
]u3

U,
D5U ]r5

]f4

]r5
]f5

]r5
]u5

U.
Noting that matrixB is a null matrix, we arrive at

J5
sin u1 sin u2 sin u3 sin u4 sin u5

uAuuD2BA21Cu

5Fsin u1 sin u2 sin u3
uAu G Fsin u4 sin u5

uDu G
5JIJII ,

whereJI is immediately identified as the Jacobian determi-
nant of a TRIPODE move of site 1 around sites 0, 2, and 3,
just as in our previous example, whileJII is the Jacobian
determinant corresponding to a crank-shaft move of site 4
around sites 1 and 5~which for slab volume moves would be
an ISOPLANE move!. Once again, this result is in agree-
ment with the general rule, Eq.~C2!.
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FIG. 16. Local configuration of a chain portion around a tetra-functional
node~site 1!. Sites with dashed contour are the sites to be repositioned. The
definition of u andf angles follows the same rules as those illustrated in
Fig. 14.
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